Retention and remobilization dynamics of fine particles and microorganisms in pastoral streams.
Both microbial metabolism and pathogen retention and remobilization are dependent on downstream transport of fine particles, which migrate in a series of deposition and resuspension events. All fine particles, including clay minerals, particulate organic carbon, nutrients and microbes, are often considered to be transported similarly in the environment because of a lack of specific observations comparing their relative transport. We conducted a tracer injection study to compare the transport and retention of the fecal indicator bacterium Escherichia coli, synthetic inert fluorescent fine particles, and a dissolved conservative tracer. We found that the fluorescent fine particles and bacteria were transported similarly, with both having greater retention than the solute tracer. We used a stochastic model to evaluate in-stream retention and migration of the solute, fluorescent particles, and E. coli. The best-fit model parameters indicate that different stream reaches had varied retention characteristics, but always showed greater retention of fluorescent particles and E. coli compared to the solute tracer. Direct measurements within known retention areas after the injection showed that the majority of the fluorescent particles and E. coli were retained near the sediment-water interface in macrophyte stands or filtered within the top 3 cm of the streambed sediment. Both the tracer particles and E. coli were retained within these regions for multiple months following the injection experiment. The stochastic model properly captured the wide range of storage timescales and processes we observed in the stream. Our results demonstrate the importance of the streambed sediment and in-stream macrophytes as short- and long-term reservoirs for fine organic particles and microbes in streams.